ZERO-TURN
MOWERS

COMFORT AND PERFORMANCE
Standard Folding ROPS
Roll Over Protection System is
36.7" wide and 53.8" high with
2" x 2" tubing

TrueFloat™ Deck

Standard Dual Tail Wheel

Full float, side-discharge mowing decks;
decks “float” both up and down and
side-to-side to follow contour of ground
for better cut; anti-scalp roller standard

Improves stability for a smoother
ride (FZ22-2 option)

FZ22-2

Ideal for long periods of mowing,
when maximum productivity and
comfort are important.

MXV-Baffle
MXV-Baffle™ creates strong suction, lifting grass for
a precision cut and keeping dust under the deck.
Zero-Turn Mowers

PowerTilt™ Deck
Powered tilt allows deck to be raised for cleaning and
maintenance. Includes powered deck height adjustment.
Controls are conveniently located on tractor console.

SPECIFICATIONS
MODEL
Engine Horsepower
Engine Type

FZ22-2

FZ27

FZ25D

22 gas

27 gas

25 diesel

Kawasaki V-Twin OHV

Kohler V-Twin OHV

Kubota 3-cylinder
Liquid-cooled

Full pressure with spin-on filter

Lubrication
Air Filter System

Dual-clean/pleated with
foam pre-cleaner
8.5 gallons

Fuel Capacity
Speed (forward)
Drive System

9 mph
Hydro-gear transaxle,
model ZT3400, spin-on
automotive style oil filter

Twin hydrostatic pumps and separate wheel motors;
spin-on automotive style oil filter - uses 20W50 weight oil

1" — 5"
16,500 fpm for 54";
17,800 fpm for 61"

17,800 fpm for 54";
18,400 fpm for 61"

Patented PowerTilt option on MX deck with power height adjustment

Deck Tilt/Height Adjust

Features

12 mph

Fabricated 5" deep deck with welded bumper, patented V-Baffle system, TrueFloat deck, 3-bearing greasable
spindles

Cutting Height

Est. Weight w/61" Deck

10 mph

MX — 54", 61"

Decks Available

Blade Tip Speed

11 gallons

23 x 10.5-12 turf, or 23 x 10.5-12 Chevron

Drive Tires

Deck Design

Heavy-duty canister style — dual element

1,508 Ibs

1,704 lbs

1,751 lbs

Fully adjustable suspension seat, cup holder, storage compartment, hour meter,
flexible ShrubSaver, discharge chute, tilt seat (FZ22-2 only)
Mulching kits, blower-driven grass collection system and snow thrower 50",
dozer blade 60", sweeper 60", cab (excludes FZ22-2), headlights, tire chains

Options Available

2 years / 2,000 hours

Warranty

ATTACHMENTS FOR ALL SEASON PERFORMANCE
Grass and Leaf
Collection System
15 cubic foot with metal
hopper; dump from seat;
blower-driven to ensure
grass and leaves discharge
to hopper

Brooms, 60"
FSW6000F
Fixed angle model; angles
30-degrees to the right
FSW6000T
Adjustable angle model;
angles 25-degrees to left or
right; includes electrical lift

Snow Thrower
Single stage 50-inch swath;
manual discharge chute turns
180-degrees; adjust angle
from seat (no cab for FZ22-2)

Dozer Blade, 60"
With 25-degree angle,
right or left

Zero-Turn Mowers

ACCESSORIES
Just because it’s work doesn’t mean you can’t have style and
comfort. Add these zero-turn accessories to stay comfortable
and productive day or night, whatever the season.
Turf Tread Tires

Sunshade
Stay cooler with this hard
plastic shade.

Turf tread tires with low
ground pressure provide
traction to protect your lawn.

Winter Enclosure

Chevron Tread Tires

Stay warm while moving snow,
includes manual wiper (headlights
and power wiper optional).

Chevron tread pattern offers
high traction on slopes and
rough terrain.

Headlight Kit

Extended Footrest

Improve visibility when working
at dusk or after dark.

Ride with even greater comfort (will not work
with winter enclosure, blade or broom).

Mulching Kit
Designed to leave behind finely
shredded clippings of grass and leaves.

Maintain the quality and performance
of your Woods equipment with genuine Woods
replacement parts, paint, and lubricants. Available
from your authorized Woods dealer.
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